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Greetings from 
Asia Safe Abortion 
Partnership!

Moving into the 3rd quarter, we continued

our work on ground through our Youth

Advocacy Institutes as well through our

various online campaigns. 



ASAP 
ACTIVITIES

Youth Advocacy Institute | Reproductive Rights 
Advocacy Alliance Malaysia (RRAAM) | 27th-28th 
August | Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

We organized a YAI post the pandemic in Malaysia in

collaboration with RRAAM. The YAI had 26 participants from

across Malaysia as well as some from Indonesia and of Syrian

origin, who brought a richness to the discussions with

experience from various backgrounds. Majority of the

participants were civil society members, but there was

representation from lawyers and medical students as well. 





Training on Safe Abortion Rights | Women For 
Change | 21st - 22nd September | Ulaanbaatar, 
Mongolia

Values clarification was amazing as it taught me how to engage

and advocate intellectually

It was very insightful and I was able to self reflect on how many

views were actually conditioned by society

Strength of the workshop was definitely the trainers and the

discussions, felt engaged throughout

The topics were well chosen and discussed. I actually got to learn

a lot that I had not learnt before

ASAP in collaboration with WFC, organized a 2 day hybrid workshop

on safe abortion rights in Mongolia. ASAP Coordinator Dr Suchitra

Dalvie and co-founder of MASUM, our regional partner Manisha

Gupte facilitated the sessions via Zoom, starting with an

understanding of the politics of patriarchy and its linkages with the

right to safe abortion. The 2nd day was led by the WFC team,

focusing on the local challenges, concerning SRHR and safe abortion

access in the country and how they can be countered.

Some of the feedback received from the participants - 



As part of our strategic interventions for Shaping Safer Online

Spaces we have initiated a series of interviews for having

uncensored conversations around controversial or complex topics.

We spoke with Tejaswi Subramanian, from GAYSI, one of the most

popular digital media platforms providing a safe space for

discussions around Queerness, pleasure,  disability,  health & much

more. They're not only sharing important resources & evidence

based information but have also managed to create a strong and

trusted community over the years, which is constantly questioning

the norms and providing nuanced discussions that truly represent all

diverse voices from across South Asia. 

You can watch this and other interviews in the series here

'ASAP Uncensored’ | Interview Series 

https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/gaysi
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/pleasure
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/disability
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/disability
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/health
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/health
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/community
https://www.youtube.com/hashtag/southasia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2Ae-F335h4


Social Media Monthly ReportStudio Showde

Other ASAP 
Playlists!
ASAP Uncensored

The Big Picture Series 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QP0lz8bc3xY&list=PLyU3XXr4SYjEzg-XJZ3dSPTnX9_VRXPbv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVL-5_DaQD8&list=PLyU3XXr4SYjEkBKiG1oTbO0buLscmOlOd


Social Media Monthly ReportStudio Showde

Other ASAP 
Playlists!

Part Two

SRHR in Sign Language

The ASAP Conversations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV2q38FW98U&list=PLyU3XXr4SYjFsrQAmhZRenlFfcRYDBVmT
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEfzywQGYA0&list=PLyU3XXr4SYjEgYXs34RGjGCmJ8f-2pKVt


'Tweetathon : Reproductive Rights and Sign 
Language | 23rd September | Online

The month of September is the Deaf Awareness Month, leading up to

23rd September, which is worldwide celebrated as the International

Day of Sign Languages. As part of our Building Inclusive Movements

initiative we wanted to create visibility for the perspective of the

community and their access/lack of access to SRHR Information and

services & highlight the role that organizations like ASAP and others

can play in truly making SRHR an inclusive & accessible movement.

You can the whole Tweetathon here. 

https://wakelet.com/wake/t2nl71MUA_6z-o6L3JwS1
https://wakelet.com/wake/t2nl71MUA_6z-o6L3JwS1


'International Safe Abortion Day: Make Safe 
Abortion Certain | 28th September | Online 

This year we focussed on the global theme of 'Abortion in Uncertain

Times' along with our own perpective, that anyone who needs an

abortion is really facing uncertain times. 

We shared quotes from our Youth Champions from Bangladesh,

Bhutan,, India, Indonesia, , Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Vietnam ,

reflecting their experience as safe abortion rights and SRHR

activists, working in certain as well as uncertain times, in their

respective countries. 

Through these quotes, we can get an idea of the kind of challenges

they faced from various aspects, be it from the authorities, lack of

enough resources, restrictions on mobility and privacy, systemic

gender violence so and so forth. 

 

Despite these roadblocks Youth Champions across the region have

worked tirelessly to make sure to the best of their capacity, that

access to SRHR and safe abortion services are not hindered,

regardless of global pandemics, economic crises, or even in

'peaceful times'.











Conference on Feminist Technology | 1st - 8th 
August 

As part of our capacity building initiative towards Shaping Safer

Online Spaces, the Communication and Network Officer recently

attended a fascinating conference of collectives working on

Feminist Technology creating digital spaces that are inclusive and

safe for all, especially women and non binary persons. We learned a

lot about the politics of Internet and how as safe abortion rights

organization can we best optimize our network’s internal

communication and safety of our data, including inculcating certain

practices which can be helpful in securing the privacy of our Youth

Champions and Country Advocacy Networks, as well as of those who

reach out to us. 

ASAP AS
PARTICIPANT



8 before 28th : A Global South - Led Twitter Rally | 
WGNRR & ASAP | 24th September

As a co-founder and regional partner of the International Safe

Abortion Day campaign which was led by WGNRR this year, we

hosted a Twitter rally on 24th September. The topic for the rally was

focussed on ‘the role of young people’s activism in the movement

for safe and legal abortions’. We shared the work being done by our

youth champions and country advocacy networks in ensuring

access to SRHR and safe abortion rights information in their

respective countries. 







Tweetathon: Self Managing Abortions and Battling 
Patriarchal Myths | 15th July 

ASAP was invited by The Safe City App for a Tweetathon to raise

awareness on accessing medical abortions and how we can combat

misconceptions around it's safety by making sure that we're putting

out  accurate evidence based information online. 

You can read the full Tweetathon here.

https://wakelet.com/wake/qrpMzTieoMKFSspbU0_Fl




ASAP BLOGS

https://asap-asia.org/blog/why-choice-matters-2/
https://asap-asia.org/blog/comprehensive-sexuality-education-can-help-the-crises-of-baby-dumping-in-malaysia-asap-conversation-with-dr-subatra-jayaraj/


Publications

“It's an incredibly powerful ruling that will go a long way

towards ensuring autonomy, agency and bodily integrity

and rights for all girls, women and pregnant persons,” 

- Dr Suchitra Dalvie 

https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/india/activists-hail-sc-judgment-stressing-on-rights-based-perspective-for-women-to-seek-abortion
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THANK 
YOU!

Follow us on Social media for 
more regular updates 

https://www.facebook.com/AsiaSafeAbortionPartnership
https://www.instagram.com/safeabortion_asap/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/user/ASAPasia
https://twitter.com/asapasia

